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Abstract: Computer-supported collaborative learning facilitates the extension of second language acquisition into social practice. Studies on its achievement effects speak directly to the pedagogical notion of treating communicative practice in synchronous computer-mediated communication (SCMC): real-time communication that takes place between human beings via the instrumentality of computers in forms of text, audio and video communication, such as live chat and chatrooms as socially-oriented meaning construction. This review begins by considering the adoption of social interactionist views to identify key paradigms and supportive principles of computer-supported collaborative learning. A special focus on two components of communicative competence is then presented to explore interactional variables in synchronous computer-mediated communication along with a review of research. There follows a discussion on a synthesis of interactional variables in negotiated interaction and co-construction of knowledge from psycholinguistic and social cohesion perspectives. This review reveals both possibilities and disparities of language socialization in promoting intersubjective learning and diversifying the salient use of interactively creative language in computer-supported collaborative learning environments in service of communicative competence.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Rationale

Previous meta-analyses have reported that computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL), where individuals are encouraged or required in negotiation and sharing of meanings to solve problems at hand in groups or within organizations with the help of modern information and communication technology [1,2], markedly enhanced learning opportunities for non-native speakers [3–10]. These overall advantages of CSCL were variously explained from different theoretical perspectives: computer-supported collaboration functions on the basis of “groupware” providing individuals with a higher level of information sharing, coordinating and navigating; social connectivity was enhanced through equal participation that was facilitated in the CSCL environment; and especially the socially distributed process of inquiry in CSCL has been underscored for building collective intelligence in such a technologically sophisticated collaborative language-learning environment. Nonetheless, limited systematic reviews of studies on synchronous computer-mediated communication (SCMC) have, to the author’s best knowledge, been conducted to synthesize the evidence for both linguistic competence and discourse competence on the basis of integration of cognitive elaboration.
with the social cohesion perspective, and to discern different pedagogical ideas on applicability of SCMC in various learning support infrastructures. Given the alleged interactive feature and social presence, there is no guarantee in the literature for the recognition and acknowledgement of language-related episodes of SCMC in normal classroom discourse and for the consistency between task-as-workplan and task-as-process that results in successful learner outcomes. Therefore, in view of Litterwood’s [11] category of communicative competence, this review coins linguistic and discourse competence as “organizational competence” (p. 243), then underscores the most pertinent variables as learner proficiency, modality, interactional pattern and learning context to examine groupware and intersubjective learning, and mainly investigates the quality of language output and learning experience through this groupware technology.

1.2. Objective

To discern both advantages and disadvantages of realizing CSCL technologies in enhancing personal learning environments (PLEs), this review concentrates on linguistic and discoursal features and online intersubjective learning experiences as generated from negotiated interaction and co-construction of knowledge. At the same time, this review lays emphasis upon affordances of synchronous communication in service of communicative practice and learner outcomes by examining interactional feedback and co-construction of knowledge. In addition, it is expected to demonstrate how an effective blend of interstitial space between instructional context and technology-enhanced collaborative learning possibly extends traditional notions of learning, interactional patterns so as to enhance communicative competence in a diverse CSCL environment.

2. Methods

In this review, computerized databases: ProQuest, ERIC, Google Scholar were used to search for full-text articles from 1990s–2017. In addition, four main online journals and organizational websites were reviewed for online research articles: Language Learning & Technology, CALICO, Computer Assisted Language Learning, TESOL Quarterly. Studies were inductively coded to generate key themes. In the first coding cycle, the investigator read all the studies for key codes that represent research foci. To facilitate cross-analysis and decoding, the second cycle of thematic procedure was to generate 5 conceptual parameters: lexical features, grammatical development, discourse strategies, communities of practice (CoPs) and identity expression based on the initial codes. With the investigator’s exclusive focus on language users’ grammatical knowledge of lexical, syntax and the like, as well as socio-interactional knowledge of communication strategies (CSs), conveying utterances appropriately and coherent construction of collective intelligence, these parameters were at last aggregated into 3 paradigms: (1) linguistic competence; (2) discourse competence; and (3) quality of technology-enhanced collaborative learning experience.

2.1. Research Questions

This present review herein adopts a social interactionist view to address the following research questions:

1. What evidence is there for the impact of computer-supported collaborative learning on linguistic and discourse competence in synchronous communication?
2. To what extent do synchronicity and intersubjectivity enhance comprehensible and authentic interactional modified output?
3. To what extent do interactional patterns and sociolinguistic factors inform social presence and collective intelligence in cross-modality personal learning environments?
2.2. Eligibility Criteria

The social interactionist view is adopted to identify three key paradigms for synthesis: linguistic competence, discourse competence, and technology-enhanced collaborative learning experience. Selected studies examining these paradigms were reviewed with a special consideration to the role of groupware applications in creating favorable conditions for construction and maintenance of shared conceptions, establishment of interest communities and online personas. In this search, selection was limited to Integrative CALL period, i.e., the most up-to-date web 2.0 computer and information technology contributing to blended language learning and teaching as an agency, taking a sociocognitive point of view developed in social interaction [12,13], and synchronous computer-mediated communication. The majority of identified studies were set in ESL/EFL or FL higher education contexts from an intact classroom to a personal digital environment. When determining the eligibility of retrieved articles, studies with the following primary foci were excluded: use of synchronous communication for non-language learners; text-based CMC exclusively on writing skills.

2.3. Selection of Publication

The first stage was carried out in databases using a combination of key words. In the initial search, summaries, conference abstracts and commentaries were excluded; and at second stage the investigator focused exclusively on the integrative CALL in order to maintain a social interactionist approach. The majority of studies included in this phase looked into communicative practices and authentic discourse from sociocognitive perspective and took CSCL principally as Agency. To minimize publication and language bias, cited references and cross-disciplinary book chapters were also rated for inclusion criteria, but duplicated research designs were excluded. Additionally, results drawn from comparative studies on synchronous and asynchronous CMC were found relevant in this review. To narrow down on the retrieved papers, inclusion of exact phrases (CoPs, online L2 identities, social presence, oral proficiency, Internet interest community) were paired with initial reference lists. It should be clarified that in this review organizational competence and quality of online learning experience were the main investigation. Based on the investigator’s prior knowledge, previous studies seemed to agree upon the facilitative role of text-based chat in learners’ writing skills and also argued for its possible transfer of skills to oral competence [14–16]. To examine the effect of written CMC on grammaticality and turn adjacency and provide plausible explanations, comparative studies looking into written CMC and results concerned with moderating variables such as interactional pattern (e.g., dyad, groupware), treatment length, socio-cultural and individual factors, etc. were also included for analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Overview

This flowchart (Figure 1) indicates educational databases search method and criteria identifying a total of 29 studies (2 non-empirical and 27 empirical studies).
3.2. Social Interactionist Approach to Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning

In the background of Integrative CALL, transformative mode of delivery and conception of learning are called upon concomitantly with the inclusion and popularization of e-learning and technology-enhanced “groupware” in education. The field is growing with its promising efficacy in second language learning and teaching. In light of Swain’s [17] Output Hypothesis and Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [18], social interactionist approach incorporates socio-cognitive variables into constructivist and interactionist theories, and investigates the “reluctant” modified output and “more knowledgeable other” [19] facilitated by networked social interactions from both psycholinguistic perspective and social cohesion perspective. It offers an updated construct to look into key constructs as linguistic accuracy and complexity, discourse strategies, CoPs, CSCL, and quality of collaborative learning experience via synchronous communication.

To answer the first research question, this systematic review develops a social interactionist view to identify the principles of CSCL for communicative competence, and appraises consistency between these principles and the affordances of both synchronous oral CMC and written CMC. In investigating CSCL technologies, challenges such as disparity of distributed benefits of groupware applications, sociocultural and motivational factors deserve attention when we consider pedagogical implications of task-based SCMC. This is argued upon but not limited to mixed proficiency levels and linguistic and socioeconomic backgrounds in interactional composition; transferability resulting from relevancy between the delayed nature of asynchronous communication and the hybridity of text-based chat; and cognitive processing across learning tasks and contexts. It is evident that the above conditions concern the multimodality of SCMC (oral/aural vs. written). Hence, to answer the second and third research questions, it is beneficial to argue for cross-modality transfer of skills; patterns catered for certain group dynamics; opportunities for individual engagement in task-based SCMC. Such issues remain an immature area to be exploited for different pedagogical purposes.
4. Principles of CSCL for Communicative Purpose

Table 1 indicates that comparative studies (CSCL and traditional classroom; SCMC and asynchronous computer-mediated communication (ACMC), which enables users to conduct digital communication regardless of time and place [20]) have explored opportunities for L2 oral proficiency development in the CSCL environment. Based on the first thematic coding procedure, key codes as lexical range, corrective repair, discourse and syntactic complexity, discourse and participation were exploited with the purpose of investigating lexical features, discourse strategies, online personas and identity expression in CSCL. The according supportive principles were well reported in line with psycholinguistic SLA-based and social interactionist SLA-based framework as on quantity of language, and joint meaning-making in the way it provides frequent opportunities for (1) authentic input and meaningful negotiated interactions aiming at a greater variety of linguistic and discoursal features; (2) modifications and reflection during metalinguistic process; (3) language socialization upon collective intelligence and anxiety easement in digital PLEs.

4.1. Linguistic Competence

Lexical range and density, and syntactic complexity were served as independent variables to investigate quantity and quality of L2 output in different modes. Incidental negotiations in response to communication gaps caused by lexical and syntactical confusions stimulate learners to initiate reciprocal meaning-making in synchronous communication, which directs their attention to interlanguage grammaticality. Compared to F2F discussions, oral computer-mediated communications (OCMC, i.e., digital communication in form of audio-based, video-based chat) is designated as a more effective preparatory modality in respect of lexical range, pronunciation and communicative units [21–23]. As far as the morphosyntactic negotiations, results vary from comparative studies to those who were exclusively on AudCMC. For instance, lexical triggers were greatly responsible for these incidental negotiations in contrast of paucity of syntactic repair [24], and only ACMC statistically stood out in provoking morphosyntactic triggers [25]. Additionally, no significant difference was found among the groups (written SCMC/ACMC, control group) in quality of language output in terms of lexical richness, diversity, and syntactic complexity [4]. This seems to go against the findings that 86.3% of phonetic triggers and 51.6% of lexical triggers in AudCMC caused negotiation and supported both negotiation of meaning and form [22]. Therefore, this review deems it essential to investigate written mode as equally to further compare and analyze online discourse across modalities with types of dyad setting. More comparative research is needed to properly address whether negotiation routines provoke interactional feedback and repair moves as such to contribute to noticing and learner uptake.
Table 1. Studies examining principles in the CSCL environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Research Design</th>
<th>Research Purpose</th>
<th>Findings and Implications (If Any)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warschauer (1996) [26]</td>
<td>Four groups were formed among 16 advanced ESL students from a USA community college. Each 2 groups as a unit conducted alternatively F2F and electronic discussion. A type-token ration and a ration between coordination and subordination were examined based on students’ IPC (Increased Participation in Computer Mode [13]) scores in both modes.</td>
<td>To investigate linguistic complexity from change of mode in terms of increased participation.</td>
<td>Opportunities for participation and linguistic complexity were evident in electronic discussions. Fluctuated levels of sense of comfort and confidence were among students with limited oral competence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotillo (2000) [25]</td>
<td>25 students from advanced academic English writing classes formed 2 groups to complete online tasks primarily of academic nature. Textual discourse data from their discussions in both synchronous and asynchronous mode were analyzed.</td>
<td>To investigate which mode shows more discourse functions and syntactic complexity in ESL learner output.</td>
<td>SCMC increased quantity of language yet showed no significant difference in quality of language. Change of power relations in classroom might promote sense of autonomy, empowerment in the learner-centered CSCL environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake (2000) [24]</td>
<td>50 intermediate Spanish L2 students carried out online tasks (information-gap, decision-making, jigsaw) in dyads via synchronous chat program.</td>
<td>To document characteristics of language modifications and analyze discourse strategies.</td>
<td>Jigsaw task in CMC provided stimuli to learners’ metatalk and negotiation of meaning. Lexical confusions accounted for predominance of incidental negotiations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams (2003) [4]</td>
<td>96 university-level students were divided into SCMC group, ACMC group, and control group to perform oral tasks. Dependent variables (lexical richness, idea units, syntactic complexity) were examined.</td>
<td>To examine whether CMC helps learners improve oral proficiency regardless of modes.</td>
<td>Only increased quantities of language output in SCMC were prominent, showing no significant difference in lexicons and syntax.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stahl et al. (2006) [27]</td>
<td>It considers CSCL a vision to conduct research within education field. It starts with important and popular issues of CSCL (e.g., individual learning, global community, etc.), then presents prevailing assumptions of how to study and incorporate it into future learning sciences.</td>
<td>To reveals historical development of CSCL so as to offer perspectives on its future.</td>
<td>Future CSCL research need to adopt a coherent theoretical framework and methodology to examine meaning-making practices as of groupware instead of individual learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorne et al. (2009) [19]</td>
<td>Non-empirical study on participation in Internet interest communities and describes a continuum of a three-dimensional graphically rendered virtual environment and online games.</td>
<td>To broaden the scope of inquiry by including uses of technology in both instructed L2 contexts and an entirely out-of-class digital environment.</td>
<td>Language socialization is facilitated via participants’ attempts to manage friendships and develop online identities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbuSeileek et al. (2013) [6]</td>
<td>EFL learners were randomly assigned to two treatment groups using SCMC and ACMC respectively for 6 weeks.</td>
<td>To explore the effects of SCMC and ACMC oral discussion on question types and strategies used by EFL learners.</td>
<td>SCMC supported only short, clear and unambiguous answers. Question types and strategies were more restricted and closed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Discourse Competence

With regard to discourse competence, many previous experiments corroborated relative contributions of written mode to rich input and output in dynamic learner-centered discourse community [25,27–29]. Those research were usually designed with task-based activities such as decision-making tasks, jigsaw, and information gap to potentially elicit interactional feedback such as recasts, explicit correction, elicitation response. As SCMC is theoretically comparable to F2F interactions with higher level of collaboration among individuals in groupware, socially-oriented activities trigger more meaning construction movements along with lexically denser and syntactically complicated language. Noticeable findings can be found regarding quantity and types of discourse functions in SCMC. Whereas more negotiation turns and relatively fewer instances of actual negotiation routines were evidenced in OCMC, negative feedback in written computer-mediated communication (WCMC, i.e., written form of digital communication, generally referring to text-based chat) were found similar to F2F interactions and more versatile [23,25]. Such divergence can be explained by the nature of turn adjacency in WCMC where interactants simultaneously type messages which are shown based on sending order instead of writing, and thus feedback and response to action can be asymmetrical. A counter-evidence is that F2F and synchronous WCMC clearly differ in discourse sequence, in that as a hybrid medium, this modality might mirror the delayed nature of ACMC. If that is the case, additional time for codification and decodification leads to fewer non-communication triggers at the same time that it facilitates noticing features in negative feedback. However, few studies have exhibited such a direct link between ACMC and WCMC in one experiment. Unexploited results due to the complexities of turn adjacency, and negative feedback regarding the multimodality of SCMC indicate a productive line of focusing on asymmetry of morphosyntactic interactions in written mode and asynchronous communication.

5. Quality of L2 Output in Synchronous Communication

Table 2 investigates intentional transfer of skills from written to spoken mode in task-based SCMC.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Research Design</th>
<th>Research Purpose</th>
<th>Findings and Implications (If Any)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fitze (2006) [30]</td>
<td>ESL learners (high intermediate to advanced level) engaged in both written electronic conference and F2F conference. Drafts and discussions produced on two types of conferences were comparatively analyzed.</td>
<td>To compare F2F conference and written electronic conference in terms of textual features and participation.</td>
<td>Written electronic conference encouraged greater range of discourse features and more balanced participation. Advanced L2 students’ performance showed a statistically wider range of discourse strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payne and Whitney (2002) [15]</td>
<td>2 control groups continued with traditional F2F interactions and 2 experimental groups performed hybrid interactions (online and F2F).</td>
<td>To test the hypothesis that synchronous communication through chatroom leads directly to L2 oral proficiency and to examine how individual differences in working memory capacity (WMC) predict rate of individual learners’ oral proficiency development.</td>
<td>Experimental groups showed significant oral proficiency gains. Low-span learners engaged more frequently in communication strategies to compensate for limitations in WMC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernández García and Martínez-Arbelaitz (2003) [31]</td>
<td>The study compared interactions of NNSs-NNSs with NNSs-NSs in oral and written mode and added NSs-NSs group as a control group. Participants conducted open-ended discussions on simple Chatnet interface. Pairing were purposefully controlled to diminish effects of familiarity</td>
<td>To investigate the amount of negotiations in different dyad composition and changes from oral to written mode interaction.</td>
<td>Significant amount of negotiations were found in NNSs-NSs group than the other two groups especially in oral mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payne and Ross (2005) [16]</td>
<td>24 students from two sections of third semester Spanish class received blended instructions (2 days in online chatroom, 2 days in F2F classroom). A median split was performed to make WMC an independent variable in non-word repetition test and reading span test.</td>
<td>To explore individual differences in contributions to frequency of relexicalization and repetition.</td>
<td>There was a positive relationship between lower WMC and noticing of interactional feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jepson (2005) [32]</td>
<td>Non-native participants from an online English school conduct 5-min sessions. Their physical and personal characteristics were entirely clouded to researchers and interlocutors. Sample size included for analysis were based on active participation in chat session. The randomly divided group size varied from averaging six in the text chats and three in the voice chats.</td>
<td>To compare repair moves among NNSs in voice chat and text chat.</td>
<td>The number of repair moves were significantly higher in voice chat than in text chat and most of the repair work were pronunciation-related.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaberry (2000) [33]</td>
<td>Participants’ morphosyntactic development was measured by comparing use of morphological markers of past tense in both F2F instruction and text-based SCMC.</td>
<td>To analyze potential effects of pedagogical tasks implemented in text-based SCMC on L2 morphosyntactic development.</td>
<td>Aspectual distinctions marked through morphosyntactic means and shift of power relationships were more pertinent to text-based SCMC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satar and Özden (2008) [34]</td>
<td>For 4 weeks of 40–45 min sessions, two experimental groups (30 novice-level participants) engaged in synchronous text and voice chat to complete tasks. Open-ended and closed questionnaire in pre- and post-speaking and anxiety test were used to examine participants’ perspectives on online learning experience.</td>
<td>To investigate the effects of text-based and voice-based SCMC on participants’ oral proficiency and foreign language anxiety levels.</td>
<td>Both modes showed significant improvements in participants’ oral skill. There were shared features of text chat and spoken language. Anxiety level only decreased in text chat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Research Design</td>
<td>Research Purpose</td>
<td>Findings and Implications (If Any)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanguas (2010) [23]</td>
<td>Three groups (audio/video/F2F) dealt with 16 unknown lexical items in jigsaw tasks. Experimental groups used Skype. Text entries of online conversations were qualitatively analyzed.</td>
<td>To examine possible differences among different OCMC modalities, WCMC and F2F communication in terms of negotiation of meaning.</td>
<td>Turn-taking patterns in OCMC group were comparable to a F2F environment in negotiated interactions to fix communication breakdowns. Learners resorted more to linguistic means in terms of repair strategies in audio computer-mediated communication (AudCMC, i.e., generally, networked audio chat) than in video computer-mediated communication (VidCMC, i.e., generally, networked video chat).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sengupta (2001) [35]</td>
<td>Third year English majors were taught with both computer-mediated and F2F elements. Tasks, learning logs, discussions, student interviews were archived as data.</td>
<td>To examine the nature of peer exchanges in two blended learning contexts and conflicts arising from such collaborative learning.</td>
<td>Sense of personal accountability were fostered in peer interactions. Textual interactions posed anxiety to students of certain proficiency levels, and this study was not significantly supportive to equal opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai and Zhao (2006) [36]</td>
<td>Six ESL dyads of mixed-proficiency levels worked on two spot-difference tasks, one via synchronous text-based chat and the other through F2F discussion.</td>
<td>To examine synchronous text-based discussions in promoting learners’ noticing of their problematic language production and of the interactional feedback from their interlocutors.</td>
<td>Text based online chat facilitated noticing of a learner’s own linguistic problems more significantly than F2F interactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko (2012) [14]</td>
<td>12 initial-level Taiwanese learners of French as foreign language were divided into 3 groups in video/audio, audio and a F2F environment.</td>
<td>To investigate whether three different learning environments help beginner learners acquire oral skills.</td>
<td>All three environments are potential to facilitate initial-level learners’ oral proficiency development. Written texts helped learners finish spoken tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang and Higgins (2016) [37]</td>
<td>Six dyads (Chinese-speaking learners of English and English-speaking learners of Chinese) of mixed levels of proficiency were paired up to take part in text-based and video-based chat. MSN Messenger saved chat log, and Skype recorded video-based interaction. After-task questionnaire, stimulated reflection were used qualitatively to analyze CSs.</td>
<td>To investigate and measure the use and distribution of CSs in different modalities.</td>
<td>Two modalities provided different learning opportunities. More target-like language forms were facilitated in text-based chat, and fluency development and pronunciation improvement were significant in video-based chat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cziko and Park (2003) [38]</td>
<td>Six free synchronous computer-mediated audio communication software programs (AOL Instant Messenger, Yahoo Messenger, MSN Messenger, Windows Messenger, PalTalk, and iVisit) were analyzed.</td>
<td>To reveal the potential for L2 learners to converse with native speakers.</td>
<td>All six programs provided communicative contexts that were useful for authentic language exchanges with native speakers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the background of psycholinguistic and social cohesion theories, this review pinpoints learner proficiency as an independent variable and educational level as a covariate in analyzing co-constructing learning in the process of language socialization. It should be well acknowledged that some researchers ran proficiency tests while some did not, so the former judgement was made based on the generally even number of proficiency levels spread out across modality analysis (4 advanced, 6 mixed, 5 intermediate, 4 elementary). The latter was coded based on original background information such as educational level and course they had completed. To eliminate possible bias, 3 studies also enrolled participants from online learning community with entirely anonymous identity. It is hypothesized that successful learner uptake leads to communicative competency\[19,28,36,39\]. Results regarding learner proficiency diverge in different modalities of SCMC. Evidence supports that higher-span non-native speakers are most likely to solve syntactic ambiguities and notice recasts from their interlocutors\[30,33,35\]. However, discussion about indirect transfer of skills from written to oral mode lends itself to beneficial effects for lower PWMC learners\[25,28,34\]. From psycholinguistic perspective, Levelt’s\[40\] model of language production and concepts in working memory capacity (WMC) are the rationale to predict affordances in synchronous WCMC for L2 oral proficiency development. Comparing two modalities, voice chat was more conducive to negotiation turns and elaborated responses than text chat\[14,21–23\]. However, written texts were also proved as an indispensable aid for participants in spoken tasks\[14\]. Payne and Whitney\[15\] pointed out that simultaneous text-based exchanges produced the similar underlying cognitive mechanism for L2 speech. That is, through meaningful social interactions, both socially and physically distributed cognition are combined between and among several agents to make limited and inconsistent explanations from low-span agent available to move forward with the activity. As to individual differences in WMC may affect the frequency of repetition and other patterns of language use in chatroom discourse, more frequent repetition and relexicalization were found from lower PWMC learners in the attempt to maintain the conversational flow via recycling of linguistic forms from prior talks into current ones. Positive evidence of cross-modality transfer of skills is consolidated by affordances in synchronous WCMC, such as (1) versatile turn-taking patterns and non-ephemeral cues in chatroom sessions\[41\]; (2) “participatory” social presence accountable for communicative continuum\[39,42\]; (3) more communication strategies aiming at meaning-based tasks coupled with additional information about the non-understanding/misunderstanding items and concepts due to the paucity of paralinguistic cues\[15,16,28,33,43\].

6. Quality of Technology-Enhanced Collaborative Learning Experience

Table 3 lists studies examining types of negotiation triggers, quantity and quality of negotiation routines, grammaticality of learner output, power relationship in CoPs, types of error corrections, and response to negative feedback episodes. The examined interactional patterns cover the range from mixed-levels of proficiency dyad to groupware; from disclosed most likely partners to anonymous identity status.
Table 3. Examine interactional feedback in learner patterns in synchronous communication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Research Design</th>
<th>Research Purpose</th>
<th>Findings and Implications (If Any)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mackey et al. (2000) [44]</td>
<td>Participants (10 ESL and 7 IFL (Italian as a foreign language) of beginner-lower intermediate levels carried out two-way information exchange activity. Each learner was paired with a native (English) or near-native (Italian) interviewer. Interactional feedback episodes and stimulated recall from retrospective videos were transcribed.</td>
<td>To explore learners’ perceptions about interactional feedback and noticing of types of feedback episodes.</td>
<td>Non-native speakers were more accurate in phonological and lexical feedback than morphosyntactic feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotillo (2005) [28]</td>
<td>6 dyads of NSs-NNSs and NNSs-NNSs (highly advanced/competent) were set up to use instant messenger tool to conduct problem-solving activities. Transcripts of chat sessions were examined to compare error corrective episodes (ECEs) (The corrective feedback are identified as actual instances of error correction based on classification scheme of task-based classroom FonF instruction, namely learner-initiated (generally self repairs or clarification/comprehension request), reactive (error correction initiated by native partners or advanced non-native partners), linguistic focus (grammar) [34]).</td>
<td>To look at possible error correction opportunities and actual episodes in synchronous communication and to examine types of corrective feedback in such an environment.</td>
<td>More indirect corrective feedback aiming at grammatical and lexical errors were provided for non-native speakers. Greater opportunities for learner uptake were demonstrated in NNS-NNS dyads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bueno-Alastuey (2010) [21]</td>
<td>70 students were assigned into three groups: NNSs-NNSs Same Spanish L1 group with intermediate to advanced level; NNSs-NNSs Diff L1 (Spanish-Turkish) group and NNSs-NSs (American) group with upper intermediate to advanced proficiency level. They carried out six two-way information exchange tasks through Skype. Pre- and post-test were used to judge the difference and recorded conversations on server were analyzed for phonetic breakdowns and output.</td>
<td>To study whether SVCMC leads to more authentic interactions and improvements in intelligibility of pronunciation, and effect of kind of dyads on phonetically modified output.</td>
<td>SVCMC is conducive to overall development in all dyads. Additionally, it was easier to notice negotiation of meaning based on phonetics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bueno-Alastuey (2013) [22]</td>
<td>42 dyads of mixed proficiency levels were divided randomly as in 3 groups (NNSs-NNSs Same L1; NNSs-NNSs Diff L1; NNSs-NSs) and carried out two-way information exchange in Skype.</td>
<td>To investigate how dyad composition may affect quantity and types of language-related episodes (LREs, i.e., exchanges where interlocutors discuss or negotiate non-communications [21]), LREs signals and modified output.</td>
<td>SVCMC provokes high quantity of interactional feedback. Phonetic and lexical triggers produced more negotiations and morphosyntactic triggers produced more negative feedback (NF). NNSs-NNSs Diff. L1 group experienced great benefits while NNSs-NNSs Same L1 seemed to least benefit from voice chat with few meaning, form and phonetic LREs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuseileek (2012) [5]</td>
<td>EFL undergraduates of a balance of high-intermediate-low levels were randomly assigned to anonymous or disclosed identity status. They were treated under positive interdependence mode and individual accountability mode.</td>
<td>To examine effects of two instructional modes and identities on EFL undergraduates’ communicative skills.</td>
<td>Individual accountability mode was more effective in enhancing communication and blinded identity significantly reduced participants’ anxiety level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Positive impacts of computer-supported collaborative “focus on form” on grammatical accuracy is partially warranted in NNS-NNS and NNS-NS pattern [5,25,28,36,39]. The ECEs generated in NNS-NS interactions were deemed to facilitate authentic language input and interactional modifications regarding morphosyntax, lexicons and pronunciation with a wealth of target-like linguistic and stylistic features [14,21,22,25,31,32]. This finding is also confirmed by Jepson [32] that NNS-NS is the most beneficial pattern in pronunciation. It is significant that amounts of phonetic LREs produced modified output followed by morphosyntactic LREs and lexical LREs [22]. In a way, there seems to be a greater possibility of successful learner uptake in NNS-NNS than in NNS-NS pattern. Furthermore, NNSs-NNSs with different L1 have been observed with higher amount of phonetic and lexical LREs. Possibly due to the same L1, dyads shared similar contextual and background information and easily reached complete understanding while L1 interference and transfer may result in extra LREs in NNSs-NNSs Diff L1 group. With regard to types of triggers and indicators, deviations exist in studies where researchers focused on AudCMC and where they compared oral and written mode. It seems in those comparative studies across modality, there is usually a clear abundance of global LREs (41% in AudCMC, 39% in VidCMC) [23,31]. Whereas, local triggers for OCMC were rather prominent in exclusive examination of SVCMC [21,22,31,45,46]. To give a closer investigation of designs of these research, such divergence could possibly be interpreted by the profile of their participants. For example, in Fernández’s [31] research, sample size of NNSs-NNSs dyads were limited, while NNSs-NNSs Diff L1 group from Bueno’s [21,22] research were all preservice teachers who might have known all forms of interactional feedback. In this case, it is rather partial to apply to all EFL learners. Since Yanguas [23] only concerned Spanish L1 learners, not too many comparable results can be drawn, but it does share some common ground with NNSs-NNSs Same L1 [21,22]. Therefore, more parallel research need to properly address this issue.

Another interesting finding in NNS-NNS interaction is that morphosyntactic feedback was most often provided by recasts [44], whereas only explicit correction was recorded as the most used technique for NF [21–23]. Previous research has shown that among attempts to balance and maintain flow of interactive discourse in synchronous communication, remix of language is a prominent predictor in co-construction of knowledge for low-span speakers [13,47,48]. The main concern here is that the actual “language recycling” may bootstrap lower-proficient NNSs partners into non-target linguistic forms when they fail to balance function-to-form and meaning-to-form behaviors. On the other hand, availability of time in textual interactions could also pose anxiety and disproportionate participation to lower proficiency-level speakers if required presence, forced output and individual accountability are specifically reinforced in collaborative learning with technology [34,35].

Table 4 indicates that learning contexts can, by design, reduce burdens on language production and consumption mechanisms for disadvantaged learners. From a social cohesion perspective, studies covered sociocultural and motivational factors of synchronous communication in building CoPs and user-friendly PLEs.
Table 4. Studies examining co-construction of knowledge in different learning contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Research Design</th>
<th>Research Purpose</th>
<th>Findings and Implications (If Any)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harrison and Thomas (2009) [49]</td>
<td>Research adopted ethnographic approach to study a 3-month project in which 6 postgraduates (2 Japanese, 1 American, 1 Serbian) used LiveMocha inside classroom to learn one foreign language. Classroom observations, in-class presentations and students’ reports were collected and analyzed.</td>
<td>To examine the way education-focused social networking sites (SNSs) enhance language learning and opportunities for exchanges between native speakers and non-native speakers.</td>
<td>LiveMocha can be used as a participatory PLEs for social relationships/interactions. Mediation and process of establishing and maintaining CoPs are complex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee (2004) [39]</td>
<td>In “Virtual Classroom”, Spanish L2 learners cooperated with NSs to discuss open-ended questions. Data from online chat sessions, posts, oral interviews and survey were analyzed to explore NNSs’ online experience and perspectives.</td>
<td>To focus on learning conditions of networked collaborative interaction (NCI) between NSs and NNSs.</td>
<td>In general, NNS-NS pattern provided scaffolding and authentic language output. Learner differences were reported to influence learner uptake and quality of social interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady et al. (2010) [50]</td>
<td>Education-based SNS (Ning) was incorporated into instructional practices. Samples were selected from graduate students in one asynchronous and two hybrid, synchronous distance education programs.</td>
<td>To evaluate graduate students’ experience and investigate their perspectives of educational benefits of Ning in distance education.</td>
<td>Education-based SNSs can be more effective in improving online communication in distance education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van et al. (2003) [13]</td>
<td>An on-going project looking at elementary-advanced German FL learners’ engagement in different learning activities in online communities, in-class and out-of-class learning contexts.</td>
<td>To examine benefits of specific CSCL activities practiced in three different learning contexts.</td>
<td>Speakers can benefit from spiraled interaction between online collaboration and in-class learning by connecting negotiation of form and meaning, and representation of knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruk (2015) [51]</td>
<td>16 junior students from English Philology were asked to learn English entirely out of school by using Second Life. Questionnaires about their session logs and background were qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed.</td>
<td>To investigate changes in non-native speakers’ motivation, language anxiety and boredom in learning English.</td>
<td>Students showed high level of motivation, low level of anxiety and relatively low level of boredom in learning English in Second Life.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purposes of investigating synchronous communication in PLEs were reported variously as: an establishment of parameters for effective communicative language learning; an aid/supplement for face-to-face (F2F) discussions; bridging gap between theoretical CSCL framework and classroom-based discourse; or improving linguistic accuracy and fluency; as well as the advancement of task-based teaching and learning with technology.

As reviewed, the majority of studies are located in blended learning contexts where social dynamics in groupware are well established and consistent. It is also necessary to examine core concepts such as “co-constructing learning”, “interest community”, “identity expression”, “communities of practice”, “significant others” in personal digital learning environments where participants rarely or never meet face-to-face. For instance, perceived positive educational impacts on learners were seen in SNSs as improved attitudes, greater motivation and lower level of boredom towards online course; optimal anxiety level for online experience as negotiating and sharing ideas in non-threatening online communities; impression and interpersonal relationship management and maintenance [10,19,32,50,51]. It is desirable that in learner-centered PLEs, phenomenon of identity expression in CoPs develops their online personas in confrontation of a broad sense of audience and sense of social presence in the way non-native speakers actively shift their role from “novice learners” to “significant mediators” via manipulating L1, modifying L2, taking ownership and personalizing learner needs.

7. Discussion

Overall favorable conditions were perceived in both written and oral synchronous computer-mediated communication as a “cognitive amplifier” [26] (p. 472) and a “conversational simulator” [20] (p. 198). Different learning opportunities are provided by OCMC as in fluency and pronunciation and by WCMC in accuracy and syntax [37]. OCMC imposes inter-personal pressures on interlocutors and the turn taking patterns resemble F2F interaction with greater emphasis on task completion via more repair moves targeting comprehensible pronunciation. In this case, OCMC has been hailed to produce more CSs, fewer disrupted discourse and co-construction of target language in audio-/video-based interactions. In addition, studies also looked into transferability of text chats to oral skills by specifying language units and organizational skills while measuring features of oral proficiency. Reviewed evidence on learner proficiency and modality lends further credence to the notion that synchronous WCMC work as “simulator” and pre-production phase for speaking practice to happen at paragraph level, and low-span learners’ noticing of their own problematic linguistic output and of reciprocal teacher-like feedback from their interlocutors. However, it is also noticeable that in measuring the underlying cognitive mechanism, there was a crossover in score levels in non-word repetition tests and reading span tests employed in two studies [15,16]. Given that learning conditions include learning task, medium and may levy different cognitive demands on WMC, studies need to be replicated with a proper design of test measures and instructional treatments.

In spite of the above deviations, this review also argues for some internal consistency among studies. Firstly, as to quantity and types of negotiation triggers and indicators, NNSs with the same L1 naturally assumed their partners would not know the items, and thus they omitted the indicator and anticipated synonyms as a response. In addition, the lexical search technique of resorting to native language in solving communicative problems explains fewer instances of actual negotiation routines [14,21,22,32,45,46]. Therefore, apart from learner proficiency, familiarity of or shared socio-cultural and linguistic background facilitates comprehension and interpretation, thus decreasing the need for negotiation.

Secondly, with regard to grammatical development, contrary to previous research which had stated that AudCMC dyads only managed to reach 45% of complete understanding of target lexicons being negotiated and did not produce adequate morphosyntactic negotiations [15,16,26,33,43], SCMC has the potential for focus on both form and meaning, and especially phonetically modified output were most significant [14,21,22,31]. This suggests that grammatical triggers do provoke
notice and possible negotiation. However, whether such negotiation routines would lead to final learner uptake is under great debate. Such deviation still raises questions of whether the inclusion of phonetics in focus on meaning episodes would yield a higher percentage of focus on form in meaning-making tasks.

Thirdly, the reliability and generalizability of these findings are subjected to the limited sample size and treatment length. Especially in a personal digital learning environment, learning support infrastructure, online registrants’ readiness to social bonding, random partnership, equality of engagement are all constraining factors and it takes time for co-construction of knowledge to lead to language socialization and oral proficiency [52,53]. The present results in SCMC research regarding communicative practices also concern group dynamics. Comparatively, groups with competitive dynamics will exhibit higher telepresence than groups with egalitarian dynamics [40,54]. In addition, those with greater autonomous motivation are also more likely to take control in interactional turns. An interesting finding as a result of a specific learner’s linguistic background and learning style is the versatility of triggers and frequent use of explicit correction as negative feedback. For instance, Spanish learners prefer explicit corrective feedback [48]. Coded opportunities of ECEs recorded no learner-initiated error correction in NNS-NS dyad when “polite” culture from American NSs’ is involved [25,28]. Such results confirm the phenomenon that NSs partners/tutors tend to ignore syntactic errors or give implicit salient cues or delayed corrective feedback. It is worth mentioning that the personal learning environment involves greater variety of learner backgrounds, and participants’ actions are normally bound by sociocultural conventions and personalities. The similar case is with NSs and more advanced NNSs in balancing and maintaining communicative discourse, as negative feedback in NNS-NNS outnumbered NNS-NS patterns, except for reactive indirect feedback [24,28,48,55]. As a result, disparity of who engages and who actually benefits makes democratization principle a debatable issue in collective intelligence. This fact warrants longitudinal studies on quality of collaborative learning experience to gain deeper insights into interactional patterns in different settings, learner opportunity to interactional feedback and effects exerted by different kinds of dyads on successful learner uptake.

8. Conclusions

Closely informed by the social interactionist view, this review presents possible capacities provided by the computer-supported collaborative learning environment for communicative practice. A follow-up examination of 4 interdependent variables reveals how these principles are applied into synchronous communication to improve language users’ oral skills, social presence and collective intelligence. To comprehensibly evaluate individual online learning experiences, sociocultural factors (e.g., social dynamics), individual characteristics (proficiency level, personality, tolerance scale, etc.), asymmetry of dyad setting and groupware, and treatment length all need to be included into future research. This review also sheds light on the possible expansion of instructional CSCL activities in digital environments where autonomous and independent learning mostly takes place. Guidance and support should be tailored to mediate differential technology-enhanced pedagogy in learner-initiated personal learning environments with a shift of education practitioners’ role from “sage on stage” to “guide on side”. Apparently, digital literacy training for classroom practitioners is also expected to maximize advantages of learning conditions for communicative practice in blended learning environments and also to better prepare learners on the trajectory towards their personal integration of collaborative learning with technology.
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Abbreviations

ACMC asynchronous computer-mediated communication
AudCMC audio computer-mediated communication
CoPs communities of practice
CSCL computer-supported collaborative learning
ECEs error corrective episodes
F2F face-to-face
IFL Italian as a foreign language
IPC Increased Participation in Computer Mode
LREs language-related episodes
OCMC oral computer-mediated communication
PLEs personal learning environments
PWMC phonological working memory capacity
SCMC synchronous computer-mediated communication
SNS social networking site
VidCMC video computer-mediated communication
WCMC written computer-mediated communication
WMC working memory capacity
ZPD Zone of Proximal Development
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